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Abstract
Relations between diplomats and civil society are central to diplomatic work. However, scholarship on
diplomacy has not paid sufficient attention to how diplomats interact with civil society actors abroad. This
article theorises and empirically examines diplomatic engagements with civil society organisations (CSOs)
in host states.The article introduces a new concept –maternalism – into the analytical toolbox of diplomacy
studies. While the Bourdieu-inspired ‘practice turn’ has entailed a recalibration of the study of diplomacy
towards the everyday work of diplomats, I claim that we need notions that will help us understand these
everyday practices in the context of structural power inequalities. In this endeavour, instead of turning to
the established notion of paternalism, I follow feminist thinking regarding motherhood and the ethics of
care. Maternalism is proposed as a complementary heuristic to paternalism that is helpful in capturing dif-
ferentmodes of engagement between unequal actors in international politics and is notmarked by financial
dependency or military power. Maternalism and paternalism rely on distinct practices of care and control.
To empirically illustrate the utility of the notion of maternalism, I analyse diplomats representing seven
liberal states in the illiberal states of Poland and Hungary.

Keywords: civil society; ethics of care; frontline diplomacy; maternalism; paternalism

Introduction
An image of the Belarusian Nobel Prize-winning author and key opposition figure Svetlana
Alexievich surrounded by European diplomats at her home in Minsk went viral in September
2020.1 This gathering was a way for these diplomats to manifest their solidarity against the crack-
down on protesters following a disputed election. However, the gathering can also be read as an
example of diplomats displaying care, here most literally providing Alexievich with physical pro-
tection from police harassment. Diplomats responded to a demand fromAlexievich for protection.
Subsequently, they appeared at her apartment to demonstrate to the Belarussian authorities and the
international virtual audience that they would not allow anyone to hurt Alexievich and that she was
in their care. As this article will show, paternalism is a concept often used to make sense of vari-
ous relations in contexts of international power inequalities. While a fruitful concept, I argue that
the notion of paternalism does not suffice to make sense of the many types of diplomatic engage-
ment with individuals and civil society organisations (CSOs) abroad. Thus, inspired by feminist

1BBC, ‘Belarus: Nobel Laureate Alexievich visited by diplomats amid “harassment”’ (9 September 2020), available at:
{https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-54079337}.
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theorising on care work and maternal labour, this article examines the practice of diplomatic
engagement with civil society actors abroad through the concept of maternalism.

The work of frontline diplomats, i.e. envoys placed abroad, is multifaceted and often entails
interactions with civil society actors. Representing a sending state, negotiating, reporting about a
receiving state, and promoting friendly relations are all fundamental elements of diplomatic work
listed in the 1961 ‘Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations’.2 In all of these elements, relations
with civil society actors in the host state are crucial. Indeed, diplomats have long engaged with civil
society actors, albeit this engagement has taken very different forms depending on the context. For
instance, in an undemocratic setting, connecting with oppositional civil society may be part of
a state’s strategy to promote democracy abroad. Contacts with civil society in a likeminded state
might also be a cultural activity, or local civil society might be a crucial partner for diplomats in
peace negotiations.The realisation that civil society is a key actor in cooperation for foreign service
is visible in foreign policy action plans,3 where different forms of interactions with civil society
actors appear.

Given that diplomacy–civil society relations are central to diplomatic work, these relationsmust
be closely examined and properly theorised. Being largely neglected in mainstream realist theoris-
ing, evenmanydiplomacy scholars have not paid sufficient attention to howdiplomats interactwith
civil society actors. This article thus has two sets of aims, one theoretical and the other empirical.
Theoretically, it introduces a new concept – maternalism – into the analytical toolbox of diplo-
macy studies. While the Bourdieu-inspired ‘practice turn’ has entailed a recalibration of the study
of diplomacy towards themundane and the everyday work of diplomats, I claim that we needmore
notions that will help us understand these everyday practices in light of structural power inequali-
ties. In this endeavour, building on the established term of paternalism, I follow feminist theories of
motherhood and the ethics of care to reflect on unequal relations that are not marked by financial
dependency ormilitary power. For diplomacy–civil society relations beyond the context ofmilitary
intervention and/or democracy promotion though foreign aid, I introduce the notion of maternal-
ism as a distinct set of practices towards civil society actors abroad. When diplomats nurture as
well as listen and respond to the demands of local CSOs, they act as archetypical mothers.

The second set of aims is empirical. The article elucidates diplomacy–civil society interactions
that have been largely ignored in the literature on diplomacy. I analyse how diplomats abroad,
i.e. those who implement and shape foreign policy on site,4 engage with civil society actors in
the host country. More specifically, this article studies how diplomats from liberal Western states
interact with civil society actors in the semi-peripheral countries of Poland and Hungary, whose
governments represent the vanguard of illiberalism in post-ColdWar Europe.5 GeoffreyWiseman6

has argued that diplomacy–civil society relations are especially important in adversarial contexts
in which traditional state-to-state contacts might be less effective. Hence, the sample for this study
captures both international power inequalities and ideological adversity.

2UnitedNations, ViennaConvention onDiplomatic Relations 1961, available at: {https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/
english/conventions/9_1_1961.pdf}.

3E.g. Government of Sweden, ‘The Swedish Foreign Service action plan for feminist foreign policy 2019–2022, including
direction and measures for 2020’, Ministry for Foreign Affairs, 2019, p. 2, available at: {https://www.government.se/499195/
contentassets/2b694599415943ebb466af0f838da1fc/the-swedish-foreign-service-action-plan-for-feminist-foreign-policy-
20192022-including-direction-and-measures-for-2020.pdf}; US Department of State & USAID, ‘The Joint Strategic Plan
FY 2018–2022’, 2018, p. 48, available at: https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Joint-Strategic-Plan-FY-2018-
2022.pdf.

4Jérémie Cornut, ‘To be a diplomat abroad: Diplomatic practice at embassies’, Cooperation and Conflict, 50:3 (2015), pp.
385–401; Andrew F. Cooper and Jérémie Cornut, ‘The changing practices of frontline diplomacy: New directions for inquiry’,
Review of International Studies, 45:2 (2019), pp. 300–19; Maren Hofius, ‘Diplomats on the frontlines: Knowing and ordering
in crisis’, The Hague Journal of Diplomacy, 18:1 (2022), pp. 1–34.

5Jan Zielonka and Jacques Rupnik, ‘From revolution to “counter-revolution”: Democracy in Central and Eastern Europe
30 years on’, Europe-Asia Studies, 72:6 (2020), pp. 1073–99. After the 2023 shift in government, Poland will most probably
reverse its illiberal orientation.

6Geoffrey Wiseman, ‘Public diplomacy and hostile nations’, The Hague Journal of Diplomacy, 14 (2019), pp. 134–53.
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The data come from interviews with 15 ambassadors representing seven states (Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, Finland, Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands) stationed in Warsaw and
Budapest in 2019–2020. In such illiberal contexts, a nuanced approach to civil society is needed
from both scholars and diplomats. In the process of de-democratisation, due to various govern-
ment actions,7 the civil societies within these states tend to split into two polarised camps – one
supporting and one opposing the changes, with a vanishing neutral ground.8 One important find-
ing in this article is that engagement by diplomats representing liberal states differs considerably
depending onwhetherCSOs support illiberal changes or oppose the regime.Whilematernal care is
exhibited toward liberal CSOs, engagement with CSOs supporting illiberal governments in Poland
and Hungary is nearly non-existent, showcasing maternal control. The concrete research question
guiding the analysis reads: what forms does diplomatic engagement with civil society adopt?

The rest of this article is organised into five sections. The first section examines various strands
of the diplomacy literature for research concerned with civil society. It concludes that while a sys-
tematic theorisation of diplomacy–civil society relations is lacking in the extant literature, civil
society has been acknowledged as an important actor by diplomacy scholars. The subsequent the-
ory section engages with the notion of paternalism as well as feminist theorisation of motherhood
and the ethics of care to establish a basis for the introduction and use of the concept of maternal-
ism in the study of diplomatic engagement with civil society and in International Relations more
broadly. Maternalism is proposed as a complementary heuristic to paternalism, which is helpful
in capturing different modes of engagement between unequal actors in international politics, cen-
tring around distinct practices of care and control. Next, the case selection and methods applied in
this article are discussed. Subsequently, the analysis section empirically illustrates the utility of the
notion of maternalism in the study of diplomacy–civil society relations. It explores how diplomats
engage with civil society. Finally, conclusions present the implications for the study of diplomacy
and specify avenues for future research.

Prior literature on diplomacy and civil society
A focus on civil society is not very common in academic scholarship on diplomacy. Diplomacy
research has traditionally studied peaceful interactions among state actors, leaving civil society
outside the scope of interest.9 The literature has struggled to keep up with the changing practices
of diplomacy, which are no longer restricted to a closed circle of diplomats. As diplomacy increas-
ingly has come to involve other actors and other types of interactions, scholarship has invented
a plethora of labels to capture these interactions (e.g. new ‘tracks’ of diplomacy,10 ‘NGO diplo-
macy’,11 ‘polylateral diplomacy’,12 or ‘network diplomacy’13). Civil society organisations have also

7E.g. Stefan Toepler, Annette Zimmer, Christian Fr ̈ohlich, and Katharina Obuch, ‘The changing space for NGOs: Civil
society in authoritarian and hybrid regimes’, Voluntas, 31 (2020), pp. 649–62.

8Katarzyna Jezierska, Andrea Krizsán, and Adrienne S ̈orbom, ‘(De)polarization entrepreneurs: Think tanks and perni-
cious polarization in Central Europe’, Paper presented at the IPPA conference, University of Toronto, 27–9 June 2023; Marcus
Mietzner, ‘Sources of resistance to democratic decline: Indonesian civil society and its trials’, Democratization, 28:1 (2021), pp.
161–78; Ş. İlgü Özler and Brian Obach, ‘Polarization and the environmental movement in Turkey’, Journal of Civil Society, 14:4
(2018), pp. 311–27.

9Kathryn Hochstetler, ‘Civil society’, in Andrew F. Cooper, Jorge Heine, and Ramesh Thakur (eds), The Oxford Handbook
of Modern Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 176–91; Cooper and Cornut, ‘The changing practices of
frontline diplomacy’.

10Louise Diamond and John W. McDonald, Multi-Track Diplomacy. A Systems Approach to Peace (West Hartford, CT:
Kumarian Press, 1996).

11Michelle M. Betsill and Elisabeth Corell (eds), NGO Diplomacy: The Influence of Nongovernmental Organizations in
International Environmental Negotiations (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008).

12GeoffreyWiseman, “‘Polylateralism” and newmodes of global dialogue’, in Christer J ̈onsson andRichard Langhorne (eds),
Diplomacy, Vol. III (London: Sage, 2004), pp. 36–56.

13Jorge Heine, ‘From club to network diplomacy’, in Andrew F. Cooper, Jorge Heine, and Ramesh Thakur (eds), The Oxford
Handbook of Modern Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 54–69.
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been studied as active parts of intergovernmental negotiations and international orders in various
specific issue areas, such as environmental policy,14 land mine regulations,15 human rights, and
international security.16 By stressing that the actors and venues engaged in diplomacy multiply,
these contributions highlight that civil society actors occasionally perform diplomatic functions.
They thus expand the definitional borders of diplomacy and introduce a juxtaposition between the
diplomatic and civil society spheres.

There is also ample literature on the tasks that have been added to the diplomatic repertoire.
One such task is ‘the projection of the diplomat’s country into the host nation’.17 Although there is
an underlying assumption that public diplomacy, i.e. ‘the conduct of foreign policy by engagement
with foreign publics’,18 is directed towards (and occasionally executed by) civil society actors,19 the
theorisation of diplomacy–civil society relations that public diplomacy actualises has been gener-
ally neglected.20 Interactions with civil society as an important dimension of diplomatic work have
been highlighted by Wiseman,21 who dubbed them ‘polylateral’ diplomacy. Such interactions are,
for instance, rather common in the United Nations (UN) system.22 Wiseman23 has observed that
diplomatic contacts with civil society are particularly important in adversarial contexts because
such contexts implicate obstacles, such as unreliable sources of official information, in traditional
state-to-state contacts. This realisation corroborates observations from what might be termed the
dissident diplomacy literature. This literature mainly consists of (auto)biographical accounts of
individual ambassadors’ engagement with oppositional groups in undemocratic contexts during
the Cold War.24 While more analytical approaches distinguishing various forms of engagement are
needed to create a systematic understanding of patterns of diplomatic interactions with CSOs, the
literature on dissident diplomacy clearly shows that diplomatic engagement with civil society is not
a new phenomenon.

An influential theoretical development in diplomacy studies originates in the practice turn.25
One of the contributions of this development is the focus on variousmicro-practices that constitute
diplomacy – ‘examining what diplomatic practitioners do and how they do it’.26 The practice turn

14Shamima Ahmed andDavidM. Potter, NGOs in International Politics (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, 2006); Betsill and
Corell (eds), NGO Diplomacy.

15Richard Price, ‘Reversing the gun sights: Transnational civil society targets land mines’, International Organization, 52:3
(1998), pp. 613–44.

16Ahmed and Potter, NGOs in International Politics.
17Heine, ‘From club to network diplomacy’, p. 65.
18Nicholas J. Cull, ‘The long road to public diplomacy 2.0:The internet inUS public diplomacy’, International Studies Review,

15:1 (2013), pp. 123–39 (p. 125).
19E.g. Corneliu Bjola, Jennifer Cassidy, and IlanManor, ‘Public diplomacy in the digital age’,TheHague Journal of Diplomacy,

14:1–2 (2019), pp. 83–101; Jan Melissen (ed.), The New Public Diplomacy: Soft Power in International Relations (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005).

20But see Rhonda S. Zaharna, Boundary Spanners of Humanity: Three Logics of Communications and Public Diplomacy for
Global Collaboration (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2022).

21Wiseman, ‘”Polylateralism”; Geoffrey Wiseman, ‘Polylateralism: Diplomacy’s third dimension’, Public Diplomacy
Magazine, 4 (2010), pp. 24–39.

22Geoffrey Wiseman, ‘Diplomatic practices at the United Nations’, Cooperation and Conflict, 50:3 (2015), pp. 316–33.
23Wiseman, ‘Public diplomacy and hostile nations’.
24E.g. Pascale Bonnefoy, ‘Bending the rules: An ambassador’s quest to save lives’, in Marcia Esparza and Carla De Ycaza

(eds), Remembering the Rescuers of Victims of Human Rights Crimes in Latin America (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2017),
pp. 25–56; Elin Jäderstr ̈om, Hennes Excellens Agda R ̈ossel: Från Banvaktstugan till FN-Skrapan (Stockholm: Atlantis, 2019);
Jeremy Kinsman and Kurt Bassuener, A Diplomat’s Handbook: For Democracy Development Support (Waterloo: The Centre for
International Governance Innovation, 2013).

25E.g. Emanuel Adler and Vincent Pouliot, ‘International practices’, International Theory, 3:1 (2011), pp. 1–36; Rebecca
Adler-Nissen, ‘Towards a practice turn in EU studies: The everyday of European integration’, Journal of Common Market
Studies, 54:1 (2016), pp. 87–103; Iver B. Neumann, ‘Returning practice to the linguistic turn: The case of diplomacy’,
Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 31:3 (2002), pp. 627–51.

26CostasM. Constantinou, JasonDittmer,Merje Kuus, et al., ‘Thinkingwith diplomacy:Within and beyond practice theory’,
International Political Sociology, 15:4 (2021), pp. 559–87 (p. 561).
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also entails increased interest in the work of frontline diplomats, i.e. those placed at embassies.27
Andrew Cooper and Jérémie Cornut claim that ‘diplomatic practices at the frontlines epitomise
international politics’ and that ‘studying the frontlines should thus be an obvious starting point for
those interested in international politics’.28 One key dimension of frontline diplomacy is ‘publicity
and connection with non-state actors’.29 With their focus on revealing the links between the every-
day work of diplomats and a perspective on world politics, not much attention is awarded to the
actual practice of connecting with non-state actors or a theorisation of these connections. In this
regard, Cornut’s earlier study30 provides more guidance. It is centred around diplomatic knowl-
edge production at embassies, for which information gathering from various non-state actors is
crucial. Therefore, in his analysis, civil society actors are viewed as local knowledgeable actors who
contribute to the knowledge production of diplomats. A recent article by Maren Hofius31 further
develops this line of thought, concurring with Cornut’s claim that informal networks and con-
tacts with CSOs are crucial to the making of evaluative judgements by frontline diplomats. With
an interest in knowledge production and standards of competence in times of crisis, Hofius con-
cludes that the diplomats in her analysis relied on an ethics of care for the host state’s citizens; she
defined this approach as a practical judgement in context sparked by the recognition of the ‘needs
of those suffering’.32

In sum, these studies acknowledge the importance of diplomatic contacts with civil society and
advance the appreciation of the work diplomats do to establish and uphold those contacts. Building
on these observations, I attempt in this article to provide a systematic theorisation of that engage-
ment. It is apparent that the diplomacy literature already to some extent recognises the role of CSOs
in diplomacy, often as part of the discussion of the changing character of contemporary diplomacy.
However, we still know little about how these relations are shaped and how diplomats interact with
actors in civil society, especially in bilateral contexts. Acknowledging that residentmissions abroad
in foreign capitals remain vital cogs in diplomatic machinery,33 this article analyses how front-
line diplomats interact with CSOs of the host country. In the theoretical discussion below, I draw
inspiration from the practice turn in diplomacy scholarship and its focus on the everyday work
of diplomats. I expand this attention to frontline diplomacy, with a focus on the structural power
inequalities in the international setting that shape diplomatic interactions with other actors.

Because of its limited focus on relationswith civil society, previous scholarship ondiplomacy has
rendered a relatively unnuanced picture of civil society. First, civil society is often left undefined.
In this paper, civil society is understood as the sphere of associational life, operationalised as a set
of organisations engaged in collective activities in various ways detached from and/or intercon-
nected with the domains of the state, family, and market.34 Following a distinction common in the
civil society literature, I refer to civil society organisations (CSOs) as encompassing both formal
organisations (usually dubbed NGOs) and less formal organisations (such as social movements
and other non-registered civil society groups).35 Acknowledging that there is enormous varia-
tion among CSOs, in this article, focusing on diplomatic engagement with civil society, I will only

27Cornut, ‘To be a diplomat abroad’; Cooper and Cornut, ‘The changing practices of frontline diplomacy’; Hofius,
‘Diplomats on the frontlines’.

28Cooper and Cornut, ‘The changing practices of frontline diplomacy’, pp. 300–1.
29Cooper and Cornut, ‘The changing practices of frontline diplomacy’, p. 309.
30Cornut, ‘To be a diplomat abroad’.
31Hofius, ‘Diplomats on the frontlines’.
32Hofius, ‘Diplomats on the frontlines’, p. 24.
33Andrew F. Cooper, Jorge Heine, and RameshThakur, ‘Introduction:The challenges of 21st-century diplomacy’, in Andrew

F. Cooper, Jorge Heine, and Ramesh Thakur (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2013), pp. 1–31.

34E.g. Michael Edwards, Civil Society (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2009).
35CSOs can hence be seen as a specific subtype of NSAs (non-state actors), since the latter include a broader range of

actors, such as individuals, media, business actors, or sub-national actors. See, e.g., Daphne Josselin and William Wallace
(eds), Non-state Actors in World Politics (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001).
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distinguish the types of CSOs that diplomats highlight in the interviews.36 Second, in diplomacy
studies, a dissident or liberal orientation of civil society is often assumed, sometimes excluding ‘bad
non-state actors’ a priori from its scope of interest.37 Drawing on debates in civil society scholar-
ship, I argue that this normative move is highly problematic. While some CSOs support liberal
democratic values, others profess illiberalism. In civil society research, the multifaceted nature of
civil society is captured by discussions of ‘bad’ or ‘uncivil’ civil society.38 A study of diplomatic
engagement with civil society needs to inquire about contacts with various kinds of CSOs, leaving
behind the normative assumptions about the liberal character of civil society writ large.

Setting the theoretical foundation: Maternalism and diplomacy
Inspired by an emerging scholarly interest in what frontline diplomats do and seeking to close
apparent gaps in the scholarship on diplomacy and civil society, this article introduces an initial
theorisation of diplomacy–civil society relations in bilateral contexts. I posit that to fully grasp
these relations, especially in contexts that are characterised by power/status inequalities between
the sending and receiving states, the notion of paternalism is insufficient and should be comple-
mented by the notion of maternalism. Adding the notion of maternalism and establishing what
practices constitute both maternalism and paternalism, I expand the types of relationships with
unequal others that are in the purview of diplomacy studies. The various concrete actions and
engagements that diplomats undertake on the ground with respect to civil society actors can then
be placed on a continuum from paternalistic to maternalistic. These conceptual lenses give us a
deeper understanding of diplomatic work. Below, I discuss the tension between care and control
in unequal relations and how this tension is expressed in paternalism and in maternalism.

Many unequal relations in the international domain and beyond aremarked not only by control,
i.e. the ability to influence or direct another party’s behaviour but also by care, i.e. the provision
of what is needed for that other party’s welfare and protection.39 Hence, both control and care
highlight the hierarchy between one controlling and caring party and one that is cared for/about
and controlled. As will become clear below, control and care can take many different forms. While
control is a given topic in the study of international relations, care is much less prevalent. Feminist
theories of care ethics introduce the idea that relations and responsibilities for care are central
to human life and that care is a public value that must be negotiated at various levels, from the
household to the international community.

Paternalistic control and care
In International Relations, the notion most commonly used to describe unequal relations com-
bining control and care is paternalism.40 Building on this combination, Michael Barnett defines
paternalism as ‘the substitution of one person’s judgment for another’s on the grounds that it is
in the latter’s best interest’.41 Barnett refers to ‘moral intuitions’42 in his discussion of paternal-
ism, even though it is clear that this notion is based on sex-role stereotypes and binary ideas

36Aswill become clear in the analysis, themajor distinction the diplomatsmakewhen discussing their engagementwith civil
society in Poland andHungary is between CSOs supporting the illiberal governments and CSOs opposing those governments.
This crude division is not surprising given the toxic levels of polarisation in these societies, with pro- and anti-incumbent
positions sorting the sphere of civil society into two blocs. See Jezierska, Krizsán and S ̈orbom, ‘(De)polarization entrepreneurs’.

37Wiseman, ‘Polylateralism: Diplomacy’s third dimension’, p. 25.
38Simone Chambers and Jeffrey Kopstein, ‘Bad civil society’, Political Theory, 29:6 (2001), pp. 837–65; Petr Kopecký and Cas

Mudde (eds), Uncivil Society? Contentious Politics in Post-Communist Europe (London: Routledge, 2003).
39Oxford English Dictionary, available at: {https://www.oed.com/}.
40Michael Barnett, ‘Paternalism and global governance’, Social Philosophy and Policy, 32:1 (2015), pp. 216–43; Michael

Barnett (ed.), Paternalism beyond Borders (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016); Michael Barnett, ‘Hierarchy and
paternalism’, in Ayşe Zarakol (ed.), Hierarchies in World Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), pp. 66–94.

41Barnett, ‘Paternalism and global governance’, p. 223.
42Barnett, ‘Paternalism and global governance’, p. 216.
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about men’s and women’s unequal conditions – ideas about how fathers (and mothers) control
and take care of their children in the specific context of the West in the 20th century.43 Barnett’s
influential theorisation is modelled on the stereotypical role of a father who treats other social
actors as children, disrespecting their competence and autonomy.44 Barnett himself mentions the
concern that paternalism ‘might contain various unhidden biases … an obvious worry is that the
concept is gendered, and should be substituted with a more gender-neutral concept’.45 While lin-
guistically queering relations of care and control might indeed be fruitful, my contribution in this
article is rather to make the gendered origins and language of paternalism explicit by introduc-
ing a distinction between paternalism and maternalism. This approach does not mean that the
notion of paternalism (and maternalism) is based on essentialising assumptions about the dif-
ferences between men and women. Paternalism includes practices stereotypically associated with
men, and maternalism includes those associated with women;46 however, it does not suggest that
only (and all) men act paternalistically and only (and all) women act maternalistically. Hence,
I follow critical feminist theorists by dissociating paternalism from men and maternalism from
women.47 Paternalistic and maternalistic practices can be embodied to differing degrees by vari-
ous individuals and institutions, and the specific gender pattern of this embodiment is an empirical
question.

Building on the important contribution of Barnett, I introduce the distinction between pater-
nalism and maternalism, constructing extreme forms of paternalism and maternalism as two
opposites on a continuum of unequal relations in the international domain. In this sense, I am
inspired by Barnett’s conceptualisation of paternalism as composed of a tension between care
and control, but I introduce a distinction between paternalism and maternalism and place them
on a continuum. On one end of the spectrum, I put extreme forms of coercive paternalism,
expressed through physical strength, economic resources, and emotional detachment. According
to this imaginary, control in paternalism consists of the imminent threat of coercion, for instance,
when one party threatens to launch military intervention or when it exercises economic power,
e.g. through sanctions or (threat of) withdrawal of foreign aid. Such paternalistic relations entail
dependency, with one party being physically and economically stronger. Barnett argues48 that
expressions of paternalism have shifted over time, based on the type of power exercised – from
more directly coercive means of control to control based on epistemic means of manipulation
of information. This ‘paternalism lite’49 will be found further from the edge of the paternalism–
maternalism spectrum and, as long as the relation is based on the paternalist imposing their
judgement about what is the best interest of the other party, it is found on the paternalism side
of the continuum. By adding maternalism, discussed below, with its distinctive sets of practices, I
extend the continuum of relations characterised by care and control, with neglectful maternalism
occupying the other end of the spectrum.

The element of care in paternalism takes the form of acting in the presumed best interest of
others. In this sense, paternalism is self-centred, limiting the other’s self-determination by ignor-
ing their ability to define what they need and want.50 It is ‘an usurpation of someone else’s right

43Cf. the historical account of mothering labour in Sarah Knott, ‘Theorizing and historicizing mothering’s many labours’,
Past & Present, 246:15 (2020), pp. 1–24.

44Jessica Begon, ‘Paternalism’, Analysis, 76:3 (2016), pp. 355–73.
45Michael Barnett, ‘Introduction. International paternalism: Framing the debate’, in Barnett (ed.), Paternalism beyond

Borders (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), pp. 1–43 (pp. 16–17).
46Cf. practices of motherhood in Joan C. Tronto, Moral Boundaries: A Political Argument for an Ethic of Care (London:

Routledge, 1993).
47Cf. Sara Ruddick, Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995); Fiona Robinson, The Ethics

of Care: A Feminist Approach to Human Security (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2011).
48Michael Barnett, ‘Conclusion: The world according to paternalism’, in Barnett (ed.), Paternalism beyond Borders

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), pp. 316–44.
49Barnett, ‘Conclusion’.
50Barnett, ‘Introduction’.
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to decide for himself ’.51 Thus, this form of care is unresponsive, since the powerful party defines
the needs of the other. By default, such care is not attuned to the distinctive demands of different
others. Like that of stereotypical fathers, paternalistic care is distant, as it provides physical and eco-
nomic security but does not showcase emotional attachment. While Barnett is careful to discuss
the normative wrongs that can be part of paternalism, he posits the care component in paternalism
as benevolent: ‘a necessary condition [for paternalism] is that the subject be motivated, in whole
or in part, by compassion, care, and benevolence’.52 I follow Uma Narayan’s53 observation that ‘rela-
tions [of care] can, and often do, become relations of domination, oppression, injustice, inequality,
or paternalism’.54

While built on the tension between control and care, the study of paternalism in the inter-
national domain gives epistemological priority to the element of control. For instance, Barnett
introduces the volume on Paternalism beyond Borders by stating that ‘we [authors of the chapters]
are all interested in the relationship between care and control. Although what counts as care is
largely left unexplored, what truly distinguishes the chapters is how they understand the workings
of power, both conceptually and historically.’55 The various conceptualisations and expressions of
power and control lead scholars to multiply the use of adjectives to describe paternalisms with
some more benign variants, such as paternalism lite, soft paternalism, means paternalism, or weak
paternalism.56 In this article, instead of multiplying new declinations of paternalism and risking
overstretching the concept, I introduce the related concept of maternalism. While indebted to
Barnett for his rich and in many empirical contexts very useful notion of paternalism, the inten-
tion behind this article is to remain focused on relations marked by the tension between care and
control while putting analytical effort into the element that has not been developed sufficiently in
the literature on paternalism, i.e. care. This approach will hopefully help identify other types of
international practice that could easily be overlooked if we only used the notion of paternalism.

Maternalistic care and control
I argue that the above-described notion of paternalism does not capture the whole spectrum of
unequal relations marked by the tension between care and control. The move of differentiating
maternalism from paternalism by linguistically gendering the discussion is consequential. We live
by themetaphorswe use.There is no reason for a father figure to occupy the entire spectrumof ‘par-
enting’. Here, I share Amanda D. Watson’s57 contention that there is value in keeping the language
of motherhood for feminist theorisations of the international.58 Apart from semantics, I argue that
the two concepts direct the analysis to different practices. Barnett, in his short comment about the
risk of gender biases in paternalism,59 mentions maternalism as a possible substitute for paternal-
ism. He refutes such a solution, arguing that maternalism, more closely associated with the notion
of ethics of care, loses sight of the tension between care and power, or, if it does include such a

51Barnett, ‘Paternalism and global governance’, p. 222.
52Barnett, ‘Paternalism and global governance’, p. 221, emphasis added.
53UmaNarayan, ‘Colonialism and its others: Considerations on rights and care discourses’,Hypatia, 10:2 (1995), pp. 133–40.
54See also Robinson, The Ethics of Care, p. 5; Fiona Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care and transformative recognition in interna-

tional politics’, in Patrick Hayden and Kate Schick (eds), Recognition and Global Politics: Critical Encounters between State and
World (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2016), pp. 159–74. On philanthropy, or benevolent giving, and paternalism,
see also Emma Saunders-Hastings, ‘Benevolent giving and the problem of paternalism’, in Hilary Greaves andTheron Pummer
(eds), Effective Altruism: Philosophical Issues (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), pp. 115–36.

55Barnett, ‘Introduction’, p. 33, emphasis added.
56Barnett, ‘Hierarchy and paternalism’; Begon, ‘Paternalism’. The various notions of control also spark the debate on what

circumstances make paternalistic impositions permissible; see e.g., Barnett, ‘Introduction’.
57Amanda D. Watson, ‘Feminist politics still needs motherhood’, in Lucy B. Hall, Anna L. Weissman, and Laura J. Shepherd

(eds), Troubling Motherhood: Maternality in Global Politics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020), pp. 179–94.
58See also Lucy B.Hall, Anna L.Weissman, and Laura J. Shepherd (eds),TroublingMotherhood:Maternality inGlobal Politics

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020).
59Barnett, ‘Introduction’, pp. 16–17.
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tension, becomes equivalent to paternalism. I disagree. Making explicit use of gender stereotypi-
cal references and building on feminist theories of motherhood and the ethics of care, I associate
maternalism with distinct practices of care and control in international relations.

‘Maternalism’, to the best of my knowledge, has not been used in the study of international
relations but can be found in other disciplines. For instance,maternalism in the analysis of domestic
politics was first applied by feminist historians to explain the development of the welfare state,60
referring to the social mobilisation of women as mothers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
More recently, maternalism has been discussed as an alternative to paternalism inmedical ethics,61
where maternalism captures a different kind of medical worker–patient relationship associated
with intimate knowledge and emotional attachment. I build on this latter intervention to elaborate
on the notion of maternalism as a specific form of engagement with others in the international
domain, one that is distinct from paternalism. Unlike medical workers, diplomats do not have
a professional mandate or obligation to provide care, even if consular diplomacy is sometimes
understood through the lens of ‘duty of care’.62

To develop the element of care in maternalism, I rely on feminist thought. Carol Gilligan’s early
work63 sparked ample feminist scholarship on the ethics of care, and in related research, Sara
Ruddick64 initiated a strand of feminist thinking on motherhood. Care highlights ‘the compelling
moral salience of attending to andmeeting the needs of particular others for whomwe take respon-
sibility’.65 Similarly, mothering is theorised as a response to children’s needs, one that shapes and
is shaped by practices of global politics.66 ‘Mothers are people who see children as “demanding”
protection, nurturance, and training; they attempt to respond to children’s demands with care and
respect rather than indifference or assault.’67 Responsiveness is central to maternalistic care and
absent from paternalistic care.

Hence, rather than assuming to know what is best for the other, maternalism relies on listening,
i.e. respect for the self-determination of the other and sensitivity to their specific needs.This some-
times entails acceptance of the choices and decisions of the other, even if they do not align with
the preference of the caregiver. In an extreme form, responsiveness can border on negligence, for
instance when the caregiver chooses not to interfere in the other’s self-harming actions. Just as with
coercive paternalism, such neglectful maternalism is situated on the outer edge of the paternalism–
maternalism continuum. Otherwise, listening is a sign of attentiveness to ‘the distinctiveness of
others in their concrete circumstances and the difficulties they face’.68 Thus, maternalistic care will
be adapted to the concrete other. Building on the various ethical elements, sometimes called ‘caring
values’, which are specified in the literature,69 I identify maternal care as giving and nurturing life,

60E.g. Theda Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and Mothers: The Political Origins of Social Policy in the United States (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1992); Seth Koven and Sonya Michel, ‘Introduction: “Mother Worlds”’, in Seth Koven and
Sonya Michel (eds), Mothers of a New World: Maternalist Politics and the Origins of Welfare States (London: Routledge, 1993),
pp. 1–42.

61Laura Specker Sullivan and Fay Niker, ‘Relational autonomy, paternalism, and maternalism’, Ethical Theory and Moral
Practice, 21 (2018), pp. 649–67.

62E.g. Jan Melissen and Maaike Okano-Heijmans, ‘Introduction: Diplomacy and the duty of care’, The Hague Journal of
Diplomacy, 13:2 (2018), pp. 137–45. On manifestations and relations of love and care practised by non-professional caregivers
in violent contexts, see also Roxani Krystalli and Philipp Schulz, ‘Taking love and care seriously: An emergent research agenda
for remaking worlds in the wake of violence’, International Studies Review, 24:1 (2022), pp. 1–25.

63Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Moral Development (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1982).

64Sara Ruddick, ‘Maternal thinking’, Feminist Studies, 6:2 (1980), pp. 342–67; Ruddick, Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics
of Peace.

65Virginia Held, The Ethics of Care: Personal, Political, Global (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 10.
66Hall, Weissman and Shepherd (eds), Troubling Motherhood.
67Ruddick, Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace, p. xi, emphasis added.
68Carol C. Gould cited in Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’, p. 166.
69E.g. Tronto, Moral Boundaries; Robinson, The Ethics of Care; Marian Barnes, Tula Brannelly, LizzieWard, andNickiWard,

‘Introduction: The critical significance of care’, in Marian Barnes, Tula Brannelly, Lizzie Ward, and Nicki Ward (eds), Ethics of
Care: Critical Advances in International Perspective (Bristol: Bristol University Press, 2015), pp. 3–20.
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i.e. ‘enabling a child to survive and thrive’,70 which entails nurturing and nourishing the other. Just
as fathers have, mothers have specific resources at their disposal that mark the inequality of their
relationship with children. Instead of economic resources and physical strength that stereotypical
fathers possess, mothers stereotypically rely on emotional resources.71 In the study of international
politics, the domain of emotions is not always easy to capture, however. Ruddick provides guid-
ance here: ‘Although maternal work is often entrenched in passion and … is provoked and tested
by emotion, the idea of work puts the emphasis on what mothers attempt to do, not on what they
feel.’72 Thus, the investigation should not be focused on what feelings consist of in the maternal-
istic relation but on emotional labour as such.73 Maternalism is often a long-term commitment
in which trust can develop. At times, this long-term commitment leads to interdependency, for
instance, in the form of emotional attachment, where the distinction between caregiver and care
receiver becomes porous.74 Interdependency highlights ‘the fact that caregivers too are vulnerable,
needy and sometimes incompetent’.75

Maternalism is also expressed through particular practices of control. Theorists of motherhood
stress that there is nothing inherently peaceful in being amother76 and that mothers ‘are not always
patient, kind or nurturing; mothers can be violent toward their children’.77 The long-term commit-
ment of maternalism can entail emotional dependency of children, who can be abused. Maternal
control will be visible in the threat of abandonment and in (emotional) freezing out, which, given
the close, attentive, and responsive relation, can be very hurtful. When mothers choose not to
engagewith their children, withholding expressions of care, they exercise control.78 Selective distri-
bution of care, i.e. favouring some children over others,79 is also an expression of maternal control.
Moreover, while in principle other-centred, it is still at the will of the mother to respond to the
needs of her children. Hence, mothers define the conditions of the engagement and can withdraw
from it.

Analytical framework: Practices of paternalism and maternalism
‘Care ethics is constituted not by rules or principles, but through practices’,80 and feminist thinkers
conceptualise mothering as a practice or work.81 This perspective aligns with the practice turn in
diplomacy and helps identify diplomats’ relationship with civil society ‘by the work they set out
to do’82 with respect to these actors. Below, Table 1 summarises the distinctive practices through
which extreme forms of paternalism andmaternalism are expressed. Between coercive paternalism
and neglectful maternalism, alternative and softer expressions of paternalism andmaternalismwill
be found.

Maternalism and paternalism capture distinct ethics of engagement and types of relationships.
As argued above, both maternalism and paternalism include elements of care and control that can

70Knott, ‘Theorizing and historicizing’, p. 23.
71Cf. Specker Sullivan and Niker, ‘Relational autonomy’.
72Ruddick, Maternal Thinking, p. xi.
73Arlie Russell Hochschild, The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1983). For a recent analysis of emotional labour in international politics, see Deepak Nair, ‘Emotional labor and the
power of international bureaucrats’, International Studies Quarterly, 64:3 (2020), pp. 573–87.

74Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’.
75Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’, p. 172.
76Ruddick, Maternal Thinking.
77Fiona Robinson and Catia C. Confortini, ‘Symposium: Maternal thinking for International Relations? Papers in honor of

Sara Ruddick’, Journal of International Political Theory, 10:1 (2014), pp. 38–45 (p. 41).
78Not acting, or withholding from acting, is just as powerful an expression of control as acting. See Steven Lukes, ‘Power

and the battle for hearts and minds’, Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 33:3 (2005), pp. 477–93.
79Ruddick, Maternal Thinking.
80Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’, p. 164.
81Ruddick, Maternal Thinking.
82Ruddick, Maternal Thinking, p. xi.
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Table 1. Practices of paternalism andmaternalism.

Paternalism Maternalism

Care – assuming to know what is best for others
(limiting their self-determination,
self-centred)

– acting upon what one thinks others
should want/need (unresponsive)

– providing physical and economic
security

– listening to the judgement and needs of
others (recogniding their
self-determination, other-centred)

– acting upon what others want/need
(responsive)

– giving and supporting life (nurturing and
nourishment)

– providing emotional support and trust
(long-term commitment)

Control – developing relations of economic
dependency

– imminent (threat of) use of physical
power (military and/or economic)

– developing relations of emotional
(inter)dependency

– imminent (threat of) abandonment
(emotional freezing out, favouritism)

emerge in imbalanced relationships. The analytical focus of paternalism studies has traditionally
been on the element of control.83 By engaging with feminist scholarship, I develop the element of
care and introduce the notion of maternalism, which is characterised by a different set of caring
and controlling practices. In effect, leaning on underlying assumptions and constructions of self
and other, we can distinguish different types of relations. The fundamental distinction between
paternalism andmaternalism hinges on how those in the position of power engage with the weaker
parties.The distinct practices spring from the fact that those in one’s care and control are perceived
differently. Since paternalism is based on the belief that those in need of protection have neither
competence nor capability, the relationship with them is built on a lack of trust that they will act in
their (externally defined) best interest. Maternalism, for its part, is based on the assumption that
those in need of care and protection are competent and capable of defining their own needs and
interests, and thus, the relationship with them builds on trust in their self-determination.

Diplomatic brokerage through the lens of maternalism
In the remaining parts of this section, I discuss diplomatic brokerage, a common activity for diplo-
mats, to present how maternalism and paternalism translate into different forms of brokerage.
There is wide recognition in the literature on diplomacy that diplomats act as intermediaries or
mediators of estrangement.84 Both when they negotiate and when they collect information, activi-
ties that are primary devices in the diplomacy toolbox,85 diplomats build networks86 around critical
policy issues pertinent to the mission, connecting with various actors and placing them in contact
with one another. In these endeavours, diplomats act as brokers, sometimes also creating con-
nections between actors who would otherwise not meet.87 Brokerage has empowering effects, as
it expands the capacity of the actors that are being connected, but it also benefits the broker.88

83Barnett, ‘Introduction’.
84James Der Derian, On Diplomacy: A Genealogy of Western Estrangement (Oxford: Blackwell, 1987).
85Pauline Kerr and Geoffrey Wiseman, ‘Introduction’, in Pauline Kerr and Geoffrey Wiseman (eds), Diplomacy in a

Globalizing World: Theories and Practices (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 1–12.
86Birgitta Niklasson, ‘The gendered networking of diplomats’, The Hague Journal of Diplomacy, 15:1–2 (2020), pp. 13–42;

Ann E. Towns, ‘WAW, no women? Foucault’s reverse discourse and gendered subjects in diplomatic networks’, Global Society,
36:3 (2022), pp. 347–67.

87The concept of brokerage is not used in diplomacy studies and is here taken from sociology and social movement studies.
See Mario Diani, “‘Leaders” or brokers? Positions and influence’, in Mario Diani and Doug McAdam (eds), Social Movements
and Networks: Relational Approaches to Collective Action (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp. 105–22; DougMcAdam,
Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly, ‘The dynamics of contention’, Social Movement Studies, 2:1: (2003), pp. 99–102.

88Ronald S. Burt, Brokerage and Closure: An Introduction to Social Capital (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005);
Katherine Stovel and Lynette Shaw, ‘Brokerage’, Annual Review of Sociology, 38 (2012), pp. 139–58.
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Brokerage, or the ability to connect and become connected to other actors, enhances the broker’s
ability to control the entire network.89 Theprivileged position of the broker is shown in their poten-
tial to redesign the playing field (be it a specific network or an agenda in a policy field). The broker
can strengthen some actors by providing them with new ties (and thus, e.g., access to new knowl-
edge), but they can alsoweaken other actors by upholding the segregation between groups or actors
(acting as a gatekeeper).

How can we distinguish between maternalistic and paternalistic diplomatic brokerage? All
diplomats engage in connecting various groups, including those groups that would otherwise
remain unconnected, and introduce them to various networks that could benefit them. This
brokerage is maternalistic when it is done in response to demands from other actors, even in
extreme situations when the requested connections are not the ones that the diplomat imag-
ines are in the other actor’s best interest. For instance, a CSO might ask a diplomat to arrange
meetings with foreign funders in contexts where there is a foreign agent law in place.90 A (possi-
bly neglectful) maternalistic broker would arrange such meetings, respecting the judgement and
self-determination of the CSO in question. Maternalistic brokerage is responsive. It follows that
maternalistic brokerage is adapted and tailored to the particular needs of specific actors, instead
of a generalist approach to CSOs as such. Additionally, when diplomats develop connections with
certain CSOs on a long-term basis, which fosters trust and attachment, they showcase the element
of maternal care. Paternalistic care would be apparent in unresponsive diplomatic brokerage, as it
is not tuned into specific demands of CSOs and instead would be based on what diplomats think
CSOs (in general) need. Hence, a paternalistically disposed diplomat would rather organise gen-
eral conferences with CSOs, even if these are not asked for by the CSOs and, for instance, would
decline requests for meetings with foreign funders if the diplomat deemed that such meetings
would hurt the interests of CSOs, thus imposing their own judgement and ignoring the self-
determination of the other in their presumed best interest. Nevertheless, even maternalistically
dispositioned diplomats are in charge of the networks, and it is up to them to design and terminate
these contacts.Maternalistic brokerage can also be selective, resorting to gatekeeping and favouring
some CSOs over others. These practices indicate the element of maternal control. When diplomats
push their own agenda through selective networking, and especially when they resort to economic
dependency, the element of paternalistic control is visible.

There is obviously no clear-cut switch point between maternalism and paternalism, which are
both part of the same metaphor of parenting. In both maternalism and paternalism, relationships
between those who are unequal, such as parents and children, large and small states, or diplomats
and local CSOs, are at stake.The literature on paternalism is divided between ‘those who think that
the motives of the “paternalist” and the absence of consent of the “paternalized” are core features
of paternalism, and those who argue for a more structural approach that focuses on asymmetri-
cal power relations rather than motives and consent’.91 I agree with Barnett92 that the structural
approach is much better suited for the study of international relations and expand this perspec-
tive to the notion of maternalism, leaving aside the extent to which intentionality and consent
are involved in paternalism and maternalism. Crucially, both maternalism and paternalism entail
a tension between the elements of care and control, albeit expressed through different practices.
As exemplified above, the central practice of networking and brokerage through which diplomats
engage with civil society in host states can be enacted in a maternalistic or a paternalistic manner.

89John F. Padgett and Christopher K. Ansell, ‘Robust action and the rise of the Medici, 1400–1434’, American Journal of
Sociology, 98:6 (1993), pp. 1259–319. For the same argument in international politics, see Daniel H. Nexon, The Struggle
for Power in Early Modern Europe: Religious Conflict, Dynastic Empires, and International Change (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2009).

90Evelyn Moser and Anna Skripchenko, ‘Russian NGOs and their struggle for legitimacy in the face of the “foreign agents”
law: Surviving in small ecologies’, Europe-Asia Studies, 70:4 (2018), pp. 591–614.

91Lou M. Pingeot, ‘Paternalism beyond borders’, International Peacekeeping, 26:2 (2019), pp. 247–51 (p. 248).
92Barnett, Paternalism beyond Borders.
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Case selection and methods
The study is based on interviews with ambassadors from Western countries that profess adherence
to liberal values (Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands)
placed in two countries – Poland and Hungary – whose governments, at the time of interviewing,
had declared an illiberal orientation in politics. Hence, the sample does not include the diplomatic
corps as a whole93 in Warsaw and Budapest, which at the time of data gathering, in 2019 – 2020
amounted to 90 embassies in Warsaw and 72 in Budapest. Instead, the focus is on strategically
selected members of a distinctive, if informal, subgroup of the diplomatic corps in those capitals.
This choice was guided by two principles. The first selection requirement was active engagement
of the embassy with Polish and/or Hungarian CSOs, information about which was solicited from
interviews with ambassadors (snowballing) as well as from interviews with CSOs (material from
CSO interviews was otherwise not used in this article). On this ground, the US and UK embassies
were excluded as candidates for the sample since, during the time of data gathering, both these
embassies were deemed rather inactive by local CSOs and fellow ambassadors. The UK was pre-
occupied with Brexit, withdrawing from previous civil society engagements in the region, and the
United States under President Trumpalso became rather passive in the region.The second selection
principlewas these embassies’ self-declared shared identity as like-minded liberal states. Obviously,
‘liberal’ and ‘illiberal’ are not fixed categories. Even with well-regarded liberal democracies, demo-
cratic reputation and identity might shift with a change in government. This was most obvious in
the United States under President Trump. Similarly, Poland’s illiberal orientation is likely to sub-
side after the 2023 parliamentary elections. Hence, changes in governing parties in sending and
receiving states might impact to what extent and how diplomats abroad will interact with CSOs.

The choice to focus on adversarial contexts, i.e. where the declared value orientation of the send-
ing government clashes with the value orientation of the receiving government, is motivated by
the expectation that diplomatic engagement with local civil society actors in such contexts will be
prioritised by the relevant embassies.94 In recent years, as illiberalism has taken hold around the
globe,95 such adversarial diplomatic sites have become more common. The chosen bilateral set-
tings represent a power disparity, as all selected sending states prevail over the Central European
countries in the international hierarchy of states, measured by the relative military and economic
weight of states.96

In 2004, both Poland and Hungary became members of the European Union (EU), defined as
‘liberal power Europe’,97 but since the radical right-wing party Fidesz came to power in Hungary
(in 2010) and Law and Justice did so in Poland (2015–23), these countries have taken an illib-
eral path. In effect, they have gradually de-democratised,98 with Hungary no longer qualifying
as a democracy.99 Both countries hold relatively free elections, while the rule of law and civil
liberties are limited. Governments have curtailed freedom of the press and politicised the judi-
ciary, thus openly targeting independent institutions.100 Aiming to instil illiberalism, governments

93Paul Sharp andGeoffreyWiseman, ‘The diplomatic corps’, in CostasM. Constantinou, Pauline Kerr, and Paul Sharp (eds),
The SAGE Handbook of Diplomacy (Los Angeles, CA: SAGE, 2016), pp. 171–84.

94Wiseman, ‘Public diplomacy and hostile nations’.
95Steven Levitsky and Lucan A. Way, ‘The new competitive authoritarianism’, Journal of Democracy, 31:1 (2002), pp.

51–65; Felix Wiebrecht, Yuko Sato, Marina Nord, et al., ‘State of the world 2022: Defiance in the face of autocratization’,
Democratization, 30:5 (2023), pp. 769–93.

96Ann E. Towns and Birgitta Niklasson, ‘Gender, international status, and ambassador appointments’, Foreign Policy
Analysis, 13:3 (2017), pp. 521–40.

97Wolfgang Wagner, ‘Liberal power Europe’, Journal of Common Market Studies, 55:6 (2017), pp. 1398–414.
98Freedom House, ‘Freedom in the world 2022: The global expansion of authoritarian rule’, available at: {https://

freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/2022-02/FIW_2022_PDF_Booklet_Digital_Final_Web.pdf}.
99V-Dem, ‘V-Dem Institute democracy report 2022: Autocratization changing nature?’, available at: {https://v-dem.net/

media/publications/dr_2022.pdf},
100Paweł Surowiec and Václav ̌Stětka, ‘Introduction: Media and illiberal democracy in Central and Eastern Europe’,

East European Politics, 36:1 (2020), pp. 1–8; Bela Greskovits, ‘Rebuilding the Hungarian right through conquering civil
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have also sought to reconfigure civil society. While liberally oriented CSOs, such as women’s and
minority rights organisations, have experienced a decrease in state funding and in their access
to public media and policy influence, paired with various forms of legal harassment and public
smearing, the same governments have orchestrated a rapid expansion in the number of CSOs that
support the government.101 This process is more visible in Hungary, which has been under illiberal
rule since 2010. The cases of Poland and Hungary are best understood as situated between closed
authoritarian systems with barely existent or heavily persecuted civil societies, thus prompting
diplomats to cautiouslymanoeuvre contacts with dissidents, and liberal democracies with flourish-
ing civil societies in which diplomats openly engage with CSOs as experts or partners in specific
issues. In the illiberal context of Hungary and Poland, contacts with civil society actors become
very desirable both among diplomats, as the information from official representatives and the
state-controlled media cannot be fully trusted, and local CSOs, many of which have experienced a
shrinking national space of action102 and thus seek alternative fora.

In total, 15 qualitative semi-structured interviews with ambassadors (including one counsel-
lor chargée d’affaires a.i.) have been conducted (see Appendix). Seven of the interviewees were
ambassadors in Hungary, eight were ambassadors in Poland, and only four of the interviewed
ambassadors were women. The interviews lasted an average of 54 minutes, and all of them were
recorded, transcribed, and coded with the help of NVivo. The interviews centred around civil
society–diplomacy relations. According to the informed consent agreement, all direct quotes were
anonymised in the article. The ambassadors were assigned a random number, which hopefully
contributes to greater transparency in the interpretation of quotes, as it allows the reader to see
the distribution of quotes among different interviewees. While this article applies a qualitative
approach and there is no ambition to quantify the findings, I believe it matters if a standpoint is
often recurring or rather idiosyncratic. For this reason, references to other ambassadors are added
after quotes that mirror similar formulations.

The methodological approach in this article follows an abductive logic,103 sometimes described
as ‘inference of the best explanation’.104 In practice, this logic is based on the researcher’s engage-
ment in a back-and-forth movement between theory and data in a bid to develop new or modify
existing theory. Abductive inferencing ismore than amethod; it is also an attitude towards data and
towards one’s own knowledge: data are to be taken seriously, and the validity of previously devel-
oped knowledge is queried.105 In this sense, the abductive process aligns with feminist sensibility,
which, according to Cynthia Enloe, amounts to maintaining the capacity to be surprised.106
Abduction proceeds from an observation to its most plausible explanation.107 The process starts
with the researcher’s observations pertaining to a certain phenomenon. In the interest of under-
standing and explaining this phenomenon, the researcher develops a proposition based on this
observation while also drawing on relevant theories and theoretical concepts. In the next step, data

society: The civic circles movement’, East European Politics, 36:2 (2020), pp. 247–66. In Poland, even diplomacy has been
subjected to political capture, as shown in Christian Lequesne, ‘Populist governments and career diplomats in the EU: The
challenge of political capture’, Comparative European Politics, 19 (2021), pp. 779–95.

101Zhanna Kravchenko, Lisa Kings, and Katarzyna Jezierska (eds), Resourceful Civil Society? Navigating the Changing
Landscapes of Civil Society Organizations (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2022); Toepler, Zimmer, Fr ̈ohlich, and Obuch, ‘The
changing space for NGOs’.

102Thomas Carothers and Saskia Brechenmacher, Closing Space: Democracy and Human Rights Support Under Fire
(Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2014).

103E.g. Jo Reichertz, ‘Abduction: The logic of discovery of grounded theory’, Forum: Qualitative Social Research, 11:1 (2010),
article 1; Bankole Awuzie and Peter McDermott, ‘An abductive approach to qualitative built environment research: A viable
system methodological exposé’, Qualitative Research Journal, 17:4 (2017), pp. 356–72.

104Stephen Biggs and Jessica Wilson, ‘The a priority of abduction’, Philosophical Studies, 174:3 (2017), pp. 735–58 (p. 736).
105Reichertz, ‘Abduction’, p. 9.
106Cynthia H. Enloe, The Curious Feminist: Searching for Women in a New Age of Empire (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 2004), p. 13.
107Atocha Aliseda, ‘Abductive reasoning: Challenges ahead’, THEORIA: Revista de Teoría, Historia y Fundamentos de la

Ciencia, 22:3 (2007), pp. 261–70.
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are used to validate the proposition, possibly suggesting new knowledge. Hence, abductive logic
combines inductive and deductive evidence. In the process of coding interviews, I was surprised
by the language diplomats used when speaking about civil society. The striking parallels to the lan-
guage of parenting led me to seek adequate explanations in the theoretical literature. Going back
and forth between data and theory, I found the notion of paternalism insufficient and developed
the complementary notion of maternalism.

Diplomatic maternal engagements with civil society
Like stereotypicalmothers, the embassies of liberal states at the centre of this study do not have eco-
nomic resources to offer civil societies in Poland and Hungary. A few of these embassies provide
only moderate financial support to local CSOs, and most offer no financial support at all. After
Hungary and Poland joined the EU, international financial aid for their civil societies was with-
drawn based on the assumption that EU membership signified that these countries would join the
liberal club of consolidated democracies. As the ambassadors highlighted, lacking direct funding
possibilities, their embassies resorted to other ways of aiding civil society actors in Poland and
Hungary (Amb_PL_1, Amb_PL_8, Amb_HU_1, Amb_HU_3, Amb_HU_5, Amb_HU_7). A typ-
ical explanation reads, ‘We don’t have any money to support civil society, so we engage with them’
(Amb_HU_3). This section will tease out the various forms of diplomatic engagement with civil
society.

Not surprisingly, the ambassadors, many of whom had previous experience from other postings
around the world, pointed out that the context is crucial for how engagement with civil society
is shaped. Warsaw and Budapest are both relatively busy diplomatic sites, each hosting a signifi-
cant number of foreign states. Regular interactions with CSOs are included in the busy schedules
of diplomats, among meetings with various actors such as other diplomats, politicians, business
representatives, and media. The civil society landscape in Poland can be described as vibrant,
with approximately 140,000 formally registered CSOs in 2021108 and many informal initiatives.
Hungary’s civil society is significantly smaller, less active, and largely centralised in the capital. Both
civil societies are marked by the illiberal shift in politics. One ambassador in Warsaw explained:

I think civil society is now much more … the critical part, it’s much more interested in having
contacts with us, because they see us as a source of … yeah, defence, maybe? … […] and of
being somehow part of the game, not pushed to the sidelines. Yes, that has been a very … That
has changed … The relationship after 2015 [when Law and Justice came to power in Poland]
has changed. (Amb_PL_6)

The ambassador alluded to the fact that civil society in Poland is deeply divided, with some ‘criti-
cal’ organisations being marginalised in the public sphere and thus more inclined to reach out to
embassies of liberal states. The deep division between the liberal and leftist (anti-government) and
the illiberal and conservative (pro-government) sides of civil society, aswewill see, has implications
for the types of engagement ambassadors commit to.

Diplomats as caring and controlling mothers
The interviewed ambassadors repeatedly stressed that the effort to attend to the demands andmeet
the needs of local CSOs guides their engagement: ‘learning more about their challenges, seeing
what kind of supports that they need’ (Amb_HU_1). The ambassadors highlighted listening to
and communicating with CSOs to become aware of what these CSOs are doing and to learn about
their challenges as their most important tasks with respect to civil society. Listening, which is so

108Klon/Jawor, Kondycja organizacji pozarządowych 2021 (Warsaw: Stowarzyszenie Klon/Jawor, 2022), available at: {https://
kondycja.ngo.pl/}.
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16 Katarzyna Jezierska

central to the ethics of care,109 is often neglected in analyses of diplomatic practice.110 In the inter-
views, it was emphasised as a key form of engagement with CSOs (Amb_HU_7, Amb_PL_8). One
ambassador even indicated emotional labour – showing empathy – as crucial to the relationship
with civil society: ‘Well, first of all, for many of these organisations, it’s very important, too, that
someone is listening to them. And you know, the empathy, the sympathetic ear’ (Amb_PL_1).

The ambassadors reported the ambition to respond to specific needs of CSOs. Like moth-
ers, they literally feed them, inviting them for coffee, organising ‘dinners, we have lunches, we
can meet them, we can talk to them’ (Amb_PL_1). This type of engagement is often rather low-
key; ‘it doesn’t have to be anything remarkable – a cup of coffee, showing interest’ (Amb_HU_5,
also Amb_PL_8). Diplomats engage in nurturing CSOs, providing them with food; this practice
becomes an opportunity to talk and show interest, similar to ‘enabling a child to survive and
thrive’.111 In their engagement, the ambassadors both metaphorically and literally ‘set the table’
(Amb_HU_5); they nurture CSOs both by nourishing them and by helping them grow, ‘supporting
[them] with arguments and inspiration’ (Amb_HU_2).

Diplomats also highlighted that their engagement with civil society is long-term: ‘Meetings are
the most important, that you regularly meet’ (Amb_HU_5). They deliberately engage in building
lasting relationships with CSOs. ‘Maybe the most important part is to be present’ (Amb_HU_6,
also Amb_PL_4). Being present implies a long-standing commitment and reliability, both of which
are a prerequisite for trust. Again, like caring mothers, liberal diplomats signal support for CSOs
even if these are in trouble with their own governments. Especially for liberal CSOs, ‘being present’,
publicly standing by and ‘show[ing] support to certainNGOs,which are subject to openhate speech
or something’ (Amb_PL_3) is a recognition of the vulnerability of CSOs and a response to their
fundamental needs. As in the case of Svetlana Alexievich in Minsk, the ambassadors use their
special status to manifest solidarity with harassed CSOs.

The ambassadors described their engagement with the liberal part of civil society in Poland and
Hungary as securing the survival of that civil society:

Most of all, this is about giving them space, if it [civil society] is being limited, if it is being
suffocated, then we have to pump the oxygen, to give them more space … lifting them in all
circumstances. (Amb_HU_5)

Diplomatic engagement with civil society is here portrayed as providing life support (‘pump[ing]
the oxygen’), just asmothers give and nurture life. It indicates the element ofmaternal care through
creating space for the expression and enhancement of the self-determination of CSOs.

Responsively tending to the needs of CSOs is an example of the care component ofmaternalism.
The other component – control – is also present, even though it was less readily discussed by the
ambassadors.The latter seemed quite aware that they are the ones setting the conditions of engage-
ment with CSOs. For instance, several interviewees remarked that the requests and initiatives
from civil society actors exceed the embassies’ ability to meet all these expectations (Amb_HU_2,
Amb_HU_4, Amb_PL_5). As a result, some demands were left unanswered, and some CSOs did
not receive the assistance and support they required. It is up to diplomats to make those decisions.
What the interviews with ambassadors representing liberal states in Poland andHungary exhibit is
amaternalistic disposition, that of a caring and emotionally engagedmother, with certain elements
of control.

The interviews also manifested the continuum between maternalism and paternalism. One
ambassador quite openly claimed to better know what is good for CSOs.

109Tronto, Moral Boundaries; Robinson, The Ethics of Care.
110For a theorization of public diplomacy as a practice of engaging with foreign publics centred around listening rather than

speaking, see Nicholas J. Cull, Public Diplomacy: Foundations for Global Engagement in the Digital Age (Cambridge: Polity
Press, 2019). Just as feminist scholars do, Cull also observes the necessary element of responsiveness for the credibility of
listening.

111Knott, ‘Theorizing and historicizing’, p. 23.
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And that’s why sometimes you have to protect civil society. Not to be in … Not to exaggerate
with close contacts with us, because it may be used against them. […] Yeah. So no, we’re very
aware of that, to protect them from themselves, so to say. But of course, we think it’s good to
be in [laughter] contact with us, so … again, calibration. (Amb_PL_6)

The careful calibration the ambassador highlighted points to the balancing on the porous line
between maternalistic (responsive) and paternalistic (unresponsive) care. When catering to the
needs of CSOs turns into defining these needs for them and even ‘protecting them from them-
selves’, allegedly in their best interest, maternalism turns into paternalism. The diplomats analysed
in this study lack the coercive tools of money and weapons (paternalistic forms of control), but
they can still exhibit paternalistic care through all-knowing, unresponsive practices that limit the
self-determination of CSOs.112

Maternalistic brokerage
The ambassadors’ broad connections across various sectors seem to be a major asset that they put
to use in their engagement with civil society.They act as maternalistic brokers, utilising their nodal
position in various networks to meet the demands of CSOs.

In the most material way, diplomats respond to the demand for ‘venue’ from CSOs. The organ-
isations are offered access to the premises of the embassy and the residence for conferences and
meetings (Amb_PL_1, Amb_PL_2). Needless to say, a conference at the embassy automatically
gains gravitas. Moreover, acting upon the expressed needs of Polish and Hungarian CSOs, ambas-
sadors connect various actors with each other, thus expanding the social capital of CSOs ‘to help
build their [CSOs’] networks, their capacity as well’ (Amb_HU_1). Diplomats utilise their unique
positioning and access to various groups in society to ‘raise their [CSOs’] voice, or you know,
expose it a bit to the broader networks’ (Amb_PL_1). In this way, they help them ‘thrive’.113 For
instance, they connect local CSOs with state officials and CSOs from their home country; Polish
andHungarian CSOs with their respective government officials; oppositional and pro-government
CSOs with each other; and CSOs with various business representatives (potential donors). ‘In this,
I think we can be of help, to identify each other’ (Amb_PL_8, also Amb_PL_1). Often, as the liter-
ature on brokerage describes,114 these are connections that would not have taken place were it not
for the intervention of the broker. Indeed, one ambassador was visibly proud of having brokered
a meeting between Polish pro- and anti-government CSOs at the embassy: ‘Inviting both sides
of civil society, which almost never happens otherwise … and the biggest value of that was that
they were sitting next to each other and actually discussing, which is quite magical’ (Amb_PL_1).
This satisfaction shows emotional engagement and resembles the maternal practice of creating a
nurturing atmosphere for CSOs.

The ambassadors stressed that the initiative for engagement most often comes from CSOs, and
in this sense, brokerage is responsive – like mothers, diplomats react to the demands expressed by
CSOs.

I mean, there are so many contacts from the organisations, and they have a lot of good ideas,
so I would say that we didn’t … And they are … Well, in that way they are employing us quite
a lot, so we did … I don’t recall many cases where we have been, or we needed to have been

112I am grateful to Michael Barnett for the observation that maternalistic and paternalistic dispositions might be simulta-
neously enacted by diplomats targeting different sets of actors. While the diplomats mostly engage maternalistically with local
(liberal) CSOs in Poland and Hungary, these same diplomats showcase a paternalistic disposition towards the governments of
Poland and Hungary – not respecting these governments’ choice to embark on an illiberal path and through joint EU actions
imposing economic sanction-like controls (withholding funds until rule of law is restored).

113Knott, ‘Theorizing and historicizing’.
114Diani, ‘”Leaders” or brokers’; McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly, ‘The dynamics of contention’.
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proactive. […] we are quite nicely employed by those NGOs. (Amb_HU_4, also Amb_PL_4,
Amb_PL_5)

The CSOs are so active with respect to diplomats that additional outreach activities are often left
out. CSOs in both countries contact the embassies of liberal states and are explicit about what
they expect from them. The responsive character of diplomatic engagement with civil society
(the embassies being ‘employed’ by CSOs) manifests a maternalistic type of brokering, which is
driven by attention given to the demands of CSOs. By letting themselves be employed, diplomats
also acknowledge and trust the agency and self-determination of CSOs, which, in these instances,
represent the proactive part that initiates and suggests concrete engagements.

Importantly, as discussed in the literature on brokerage,115 brokering is seldom disinterested or
purely other-centred; it brings clear advantages to those positioned as brokers. Indeed, the ambas-
sadors underlined that it is not just a service they provide to CSOs in response to their demands;
they see the various meetings they arrange or facilitate as absolutely crucial to their work. Through
contacts with civil society actors, ambassadors gain access to unique information. As one intervie-
wee stated: ‘We try and use in our political work some of their analyses, which is, let’s be honest, a
great help, without which we would have … we would not be able to do what we do’ (Amb_HU_3).
The information gathering that is so central to frontline diplomats’ work116 ismade possible because
they act as brokers.This statement underscores the interdependency between diplomats andCSOs,
underlined by the ethics of care literature.117 CSOs are in need of the brokering and caring support
of diplomats, and diplomats need the knowledge that CSOs can provide them. Hence, maternal-
istic brokering helps uncover ‘the fact that caregivers too are vulnerable, needy and sometimes
incompetent’,118 at least to some extent transgressing the dichotomy between powerful caregivers
and powerless care receivers.

While the nurturing and responsive stance resembles the element of care present in maternal-
ism, maternalistic brokerage also includes control. The ambassadors were quite explicit that it is
their discretionary, convening power to plan and execute meetings, for instance, by suggesting
which local CSOs to include when ministerial delegations from the home country are sched-
uled (Amb_PL_2, Amb_PL_6, Amb_PL_8, Amb_HU_5, Amb_HU_6). Hence, ambassadors exert
maternal control by selectively choosingwhichCSOs to include in their networks. According to the
interviews, the ambassadors almost exclusively interact with anti-government CSOs that share the
liberal values of the embassy (Amb_HU_1, Amb_HU_2, Amb_HU_4, Amb_HU_5, Amb_HU_6).

It’smainly organisations active in politically sensitive issues: energy policy, equality issues, rule
of law issues, refugee issues, these types of issues. Maybe this is also natural, because these are
sensitive issues where opposing voices, or at least divergent views need to be more actively
nurtured. (Amb_HU_6, emphasis added)

Maternalistic brokering and nurturing are only present with respect to some CSOs. On the rare
occasions that pro-government organisations contact the embassy, they are reportedly not dis-
missed in advance, but they cannot count on the care – listening, nourishing, and emotional
support – that liberal, anti-government CSOs are granted. There is apparent hesitation to engage
with CSOs that

clash with our liberal values. […] of course, the relationship between the critical civil soci-
ety organisations is more important than the other ones. But they’re there and it would be a

115Burt, Brokerage and Closure; Nexon, The Struggle for Power; Stovel and Shaw, ‘Brokerage’.
116Kerr and Wiseman, ‘Introduction’; Cornut, ‘To be a diplomat abroad’.
117Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’.
118Robinson, ‘Paternalistic care’, p. 172.
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grave mistake, in my view, not to take them somehow into consideration. (Amb_PL_6, also
Amb_PL_4)

A few ambassadors pointed out that, keeping inmind the polarisation in Polish andHungarian civil
societies, embassies of the liberal states make a more or less wholehearted attempt to keep in touch
with conservative organisations aswell (‘take them somehow into consideration’).The ambassadors
recognised that they privilege some CSOs and that this might come across as problematic. They
realised that it might be construed as unequal treatment, that is, as strategically choosing some
CSOs over others.

There’s also very much the kind of pro-government civil society. I have to admit that we
haven’t really been liaising with them somuch.This is perhaps something we should be doing.
Also more to listen to the far-right, for instance, because this is also our job to … the pro-
government far-right media also. We have done that a little bit. But that’s another thing, that
it’s important that we actually talk to all parties. (Amb_PL_3, also Amb_PL_1, Amb_PL_6)

The ambassadors seemed aware that maintaining the appearance of having contacts with differ-
ent types of CSO, of distributing care fairly, is something they ‘ought to do’ (Amb_PL_5). This
awareness echoes the feminist literature on motherhood, in which scholars have recognised that
care can also be selective119 and that favouritism might occur, which I interpret as an expression of
maternalistic control. One interviewee put it frankly:

- We recognise that there are civil sector organisations that are not in opposition to the
government. Some of them are GONGOs [government-organised non-governmental organ-
isations]. But they are part of the picture, and sometimes, it’s psychologically correct also to
meet them.

- What do you mean by ‘psychologically correct’?
- So that we present at least the image of being impartial, in a way. (Amb_HU_6)

It is apparent that the ambassadors are reluctant to connect with CSOs not aligned with the values
of the embassy. Because the embassies predominantly engage with liberal CSOs, these organisa-
tions benefit frommaternal care and the new connections enabled bymaternalistic brokering.Only
some CSOs are empowered. As Rebecca Adler-Nissen observed, diplomats ‘inevitably take sides,
even when they pretend not to do so’.120 As brokers, the ambassadors I interviewed indeed make
sure to boost the capacity of liberal CSOs while mostly keeping conservative organisations at arm’s
length, acting as gatekeepers.The latter are abandoned or frozen out. I would argue that such selec-
tive brokerage highlights the tension between the components of maternalistic care and control in
diplomats’ engagement with civil society.

Concluding reflections
The article aimed to theorise and empirically examine diplomatic engagements with civil soci-
ety actors in bilateral relations. Based on observations from a previous study121 that adversarial
contexts make diplomatic contacts with civil society especially important, the investigation is
centred around diplomats representing liberal states in the illiberal contexts of Poland and
Hungary.

The research question, which addresses the forms of diplomatic engagement with local CSOs,
aimed to capture the everyday work of frontline diplomats to help theorise their engagement with

119Ruddick, Maternal Thinking, p. xi.
120Rebecca Adler-Nissen, ‘Just greasing the wheels? Mediating difference or the evasion of power and responsibility in

diplomacy’, The Hague Journal of Diplomacy, 1:1 (2015), pp. 22–8 (p. 27).
121Wiseman, ‘Public diplomacy and hostile nations’.
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civil society. To this end, and building on the theoretical work byMichael Barnett, I introduced the
concept of maternalism as a complement to paternalism in unequal power relations. The litmus
test for the value of any concept is that it allows the perception of things that would not otherwise
be seen. Hence, I constructed a continuum from coercive paternalism to neglectful maternalism,
distinguishing practices ofmaternalistic care and control frompaternalistic care and control. Using
the notion of maternalism, I sided with recent scholarship, which pushes for ‘a research agenda on
love and care in remaking a world’.122 Roxani Krystalli and Philipp Schulz argue that harm and care
exist side by side and that we should study both. They argue that in their field – Conflict Studies –
and in International Relations more broadly, suffering, harm, and violence have had a privileged
position. By introducing the notion of maternalism, I wish to direct analytical attention to care
in diplomatic engagements with civil society. While paternalism already includes the element of
care, it gives epistemological priority to practices of control. The notion of maternalism, still based
on the realisation that care and control ‘sit alongside’,123 shifts the analytical focus to practices of
care. Maternalism centres care (without losing sight of transpiring practices of control) and thus
makes visible engagements thatwould otherwise be sidelined ormentioned only in passing as those
merely softening the control element of paternalism.

The empirical analysis revealed that the ambassadors expressed maternal care by listening, by
being responsive to the demands of CSOs, and by nurturing and brokering contacts requested by
these organisations. For this type of engagement, found in interactions between ambassadors of
liberal states and liberal CSOs in host states, maternalism rather than paternalism seems to be a
suitable heuristic tool. A different disposition is foundwith respect to CSOs supporting the illiberal
regimes in Hungary and Poland. These CSOs are, for the most part, excluded from the benefits of
maternalistic care and frommaternalistic brokering exercised by liberally oriented embassies. Such
favouritism showcases the element of maternalistic control. The limited empirical sample makes
firm conclusions about what general conditions would prompt maternalistic or paternalistic dis-
positions towards CSOs unjustified. However, the conceptual distinction between paternalism and
maternalism allows future studies to explore which underlying social relations are more likely to
generate paternalism or maternalism; whether those more ideologically similar to diplomats are
more likely to be constructed as competent and autonomous, capable of informed choices; and
concretely, whether we can expect embassies representing illiberal governments, such as those of
Russia under Putin or Brazil under Bolsonaro, situated in liberal contexts, to engage with local
right-wing CSOs in a maternalistic way, prioritising them in their brokerage and care. In any
case, the differentiated engagement of diplomats according to the value orientation of local CSOs
makes it clear that a nuanced view of civil society is necessary to understand the relations between
diplomacy and civil society, including its ‘dark side’.

This article, which is among the first to systematically approach diplomacy–civil society rela-
tions, will hopefully spark a debate about this element of frontline diplomats’ work. It goes without
saying that to fully explore these relations, the vantage point of CSOs must be included. The choice
in this article to focus exclusively on the perspective of diplomats, giving them the interpretive priv-
ilege, was pragmatic, as it provided space for conceptual reflection, but it also highlighted the point
thatmaternalism, just as paternalism, is marked by power asymmetry. Regarding the article’s wider
implications for the study of diplomacy, the notion of maternalism introduced here expands our
understanding of the work of diplomats, putting emphasis on practices otherwise often ignored,
such as listening. While the practice turn brought attention to the everyday of a diplomat, the con-
cept ofmaternalism highlights that even in ostensibly harmless interactions, we should be attentive
to (structural) power dynamics. Through a close investigation of diplomatic practice in relation to
civil society and with the help of the notion of maternalism, we can better grasp the complexity of
and changes in diplomacy.

122Krystalli and Schulz, ‘Taking love and care seriously’, p. 3.
123Krystalli and Schulz, ‘Taking love and care seriously’, p. 15.
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